MULTIMEDIA KIOSKS AND
DIGITAL MUPIS

We make premium kiosks because we
are a... kiosk manufacturer

Self Service Kiosks

CORPORATE AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Attendance Management
and Self-Service.
The multimedia kiosks allow people to maintain the lifestyle that is currently
given them by information technologies, ie the autonomy to perform functions
that previously required whenever the presence of another person!
The multimedia kiosks are nowadays indispensable when it comes to autoanswer, self-service banking, ordering products, viewing schedules, general
information about the company, ticketing, access control and "check-in", discount
vouchers, loyalty, etc.
The effective use of multi-channel, but above all direct channels in the relation
with customer and target audience, either in digital terms and in computer terms
and marketing, enable reduce costs, retain customers and above all ensure
autonomy to them.

Entities and companies that have not yet ascended these
systems, will certainly be a step backwards!

www.oemkiosks.com
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The multimedia kiosks are a very
important and indispensable tool in this
sector in numerous functions ...
Access and print payslips.
Possibility of promoting business ads.
Easy and quick access to a personal area.
Characteristics similar to ATM (possibility of holding money orders,
transfers and cash deposit).
Access and print documents for request services offered by the
institutions.
Video Conference for Call Center service institutions.
Presentation of promotional products.
Advertising solutions and digital ads.
Internet browsing.
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A4 and A3 printers

EXOZ, WALLPAD AND THIN MODELS

Over the years the
business sector has
evolved substantially.
Also evolved the form of
communication that
these institutions have
been adopting over time.
The multimedia kiosks allow today that anyone can make
payments and purchases of products or services
independently.
These kiosks can be used to access and print documents
(payslips, circulars, etc.), presentation of promotional
products.
Most people are used to daily deal with new technologies
and even more with interactive products that allow them
to take control of operations.
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100% compatible
Front Use

The kiosks can provide information such
as relating to production and other areas
that are available through specific
software placed in the multimedia kiosks.
Many companies put multimedia kiosks in their facilities as a way to create an
internal information network that is available for access of the employees (eg via
a personal card or biometric readers).
Each worker can have access to specific information on any company's multimedia
kiosk, in the physical space of the company, simply make your login.
The kiosks can also replace the common time attendance systems, either for
employees or for customers. In the case of employees, can be created a specific
software that allows rapid and direct communication between staff and management
directors.
The multimedia kiosks may have useful information about events, training, internal
courses etc.. for example, or serve as hot-spot of the company.
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MINDELO AND IMPACTV
MODELS

The multimedia kiosks are
nowadays indispensable when it
comes to, access control, product
orders, view schedules, general
information, "Check in" discount
vouchers, loyalty, etc.
These kiosks are an example of self-service kiosks and payment service,
with integration of payment systems such as coin acceptors, card readers
(ATM, credit, loyalty, etc.).
Can be used in outdoor environments for development of banking sel-service
systems, video conferences, etc.
They can also be used to check in and access control installations.
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Centralised Services

COMPONENTS INTEGRATION

/ Biometric reader
/ RFID

/ Pin Pad

/ Webcam

/ Printers A4/A3

If you can not measure it, it does not
exist.
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin (1824-1907)
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/ Antivandalic keyboard
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MODELS QTICKET AND QUARTZ

The Waiting Lines Are
Now Finished !
With the use of multimedia kiosks, the companies can reduce human
resources and therefore costs, providing above all to the costumers
high quality and efficient services, and above all, much faster services.
Studies indicate that the use of multimedia kiosks reduce by 35% the
waiting time.
Moreover, nowadays access control to companies, museums, stadiums,
gyms, events, etc.. is performed in a fully autonomous way, through
control access systems and queue management of several people.
The multimedia kiosks represent an increasingly important role in the
autonomy of the process that until this moment had to be performed
by employees of those companies.
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-35%
Waiting time

Digital Signage Kiosks
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Digital Signage
Solutions
The Present and Future of Digital Marketing
Digital Signage systems allows the creation and management of
multimedia content (images, videos, news, web content, etc.) and
making them available through one or more displays.
These displays can be in the same place where software is installed
or in remote locations.
The updating of the content in these displays can be performed
remotely, thereby enabling the updating of content in dozens or
even hundreds of displays that can be changed in a few seconds.

See our website dedicated to digital signage in
www.qmagine.com
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Showroom

Provide a powerful experience
to your customer...
The showroom of a company may be
largely responsible for the sales of their
products.
Consumers are increasingly demanding when it comes to communications projected
inside buildings. The environment of a modern showroom to attract customers
attention and arouse the desire of products, equipped with displays and interactive
digital kiosks can make a difference in the process of customer decision-making.

It is the way to success !
This solution allows to capture the attention of your target audience with engaging
images, highlight a product on sale and the possibility of the customer consult
more detailed information about this product.

Attract, inform and retain consumers with a strategy of
digital solutions is a good bet, for sure.
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Displays 22’’ to 103’’
(resolution 1920 x 1080
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Stylo model

Change Content
Automatically or
with a Single Click
Systems and Digital's signage software | Corporate TV
can be used in multiple locations and with different
features, such as outdoor, banking or financial
delegations or public large numbers of places where it
wants to communicate with the target audience.
The main objective of digital signage / corporate tv is
the dissemination and presentation of information /
advertising content or institutional communication.
This tool, used in an effective way, have surprising and
appealing results to the target audience, insofar as
digital advertising allows extending the boundaries of
imagination.

Stainless steel
AISI304/316 or painted
steel (RAL Colors)
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Integrated
Speakers
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Nomyu
POWERFUL AND PROFESSIONAL !
In 2000 the production of first PARTTEAM kiosk started !
Since that time kiosk technology has been developed enormously.
And so did PARTTEAM and their products, that has been
synonymous with the design and production of state of the art
kiosk technologies.
NOMYU kiosk is the result of years of research and development
, with innovative tecnhical features and a sophisticated design
that result in a supreme product..
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Indoor

Outdoor
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Real Catcher
The Automated Audience Measurement Solution
Real Catcher is based on innovative image analysis techniques and
uses a standard webcam, ip camera, or special video analisys
systems like Kinect, Primesense and others to perform an analisys
to facial images of people watching displays.
System analyzes the stream of images provided by the camera
and enables to measure the effectiveness of digital advertising,
counting number of people passing near the media, how many
people are actually looking at the media and provides their dwell
time, attention time and demographics and other indicators as
viewers gender and age group.

If you can not measure it, it does not
exist.
William Thomson, Lord Kelvin (1824-1907)
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Digital Communication
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Touch screen

Increase service productivity
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Interactive
Collaboration
We develop and produce interactive displays to be placed
in meeting rooms, congress and conference rooms
allowing in the same space, you can share content,
opinions, photos, information, etc.
Possibility to convert any conference table or on a table
surface providing a fully interactive real collaborative
environment to the extent that can be used by several
people simultaneously.
(Ex: tables for architecture offices, decision rooms in
hospitals, etc.)
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MediaX Model

Modernize the
communication
of your company

Increased attention span

Decisions are made on the spot

Internally communicate and for those
who visit your company.

Sales increase for a featured product

Digital signage is ideal for promoting brands and products, promotions
and specials campaigns.
Financial intelligence information, currency exchange, stock market, etc.
Displaying ads within a larger and more attractive format, eliminating
the cost of printing and design
Manage and update content easily - control multiple displays from a
central computer
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Increased circulation of people

TEMBU, WINGS AND CORAL
MODELS

Kiosk, Mupi, monitor or
other interactive support
are a powerful marketing
and advertising tool, this
are the great advantages
in the purchase of this
kind of services/
products.
Through this type of media, users have at their disposal
information points equipped with the latest technology
applications, which involves multimedia content transmission
and all information related to companies.
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Interactive Content
Publishing System
Software

Now everything is easier !
Digital Multimedia Content
Hub
Aggregate and share
multimedia content in
a custom platform
customized to your
needs.

You can now replace the old “PAPER CLUSTER BOARDS” that you have in your
company, where you place warnings, documents, etc. by this multimedia hub
system that can be applied to touchscreen displays, multimedia kiosks, or
publish on the web.
This software allows to manage and stream information like documents, videos,
newsletters, photos, events, warnings, production reports, procurement docs,
social posts, etc. in a easy way.
Userfriendly, both for end user and administrators, this is a new tool that can
revolutionize the way your company communicates internally or to the public.

With simple actions likes scroll, click and zoom, your
employees or customers will have access to all the
information that is published.
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Interactive Content
Publishing System
Software

Stop the excessive spending
of paper and modernize the
communication of your
company.
With Centralized management (Web Saas),
ClusterWall allows, in a two step process, to disclosed
important information (or just social posts) privately
to your employees or public to...everyone.

Digital curation, a new Digital
Content management
system.
This is an innovative digital curator system that
allows the administrator to do the research,
maintenance, collection and archive a wide range
of digital content.
Upon curated the administrator can add original
content or customize researched content, making
them more attractive and creating a unique
experience for the user.

Information can be broadcast to multiple display
terminals, and may even be created specific Content
cluster boards for each department of the company.

Digital Signature
Clusterwall
A new software developed to replace the way that
informations are disclosed and shared in public
and private institutions.
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Now it is possible to notify employees for a possible
private document and obtain confirmation through
digital signature.
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OEMKIOSKS follows a methodology with
well-defined developmental steps for the
production of the kiosk:
• Project Knowledge
• Criteria and Requirements
• Evaluation of Components
• 3D Design and drafts
• Review of Key Points (ergonomics, safety,
access to components, aesthetics, etc.)
• Production of Prototype
• Component Assembly
• Quality Tests

OemKiosks (PARTTEAM GROUP) is proudly
one of the few manufacturers of multimedia
kiosks in Portugal.
With an unmatched ability to develop multimedia kiosks projects, OemKiosks
assures customers the development and production of Specific projects for any
multimedia kiosks, with the required functionality without sacrificing creativity,
whose final result will certainly guarantee the success of the project.
The company uses advanced technologically systems that enable the production
of small to large quantity of kiosks, guaranteeing a high quality final product.
This capability allows the development of kiosks with the requirements of the
clients and projects, whether creation / design of entirely new models or making
adjustments to existing standard models.
At all stages of the project, since the study of electronic components to be used,
design and 3D renderization for approval of the client, technical production,
assembly and even the packaging are made by experimet technical staff that
respect the procedures and standards defined providing a unique quality of the
final product.
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WE ARE A KIOSK
MANUFACTURER
COMPANY
Having started its activity in 2000, based
in Portugal, PARTTEAM GROUP &
OEMKIOSKS operates in several areas,
including multimedia interactive systems,
industrial production, graphic design and
advertising, engineering and
telecommunications, web based
applications development, software
development, etc.
We are a leading provider and
manufacturer of multimedia and
interactive kiosks, digital signage
billboards and totems, serving all kind of
industries as banking and insurance,
industry manufacturers, education,
tourism and hospitality, sport and leisure,
telecommunications, public government,
logistics and transports, aviation, shopping
and retail, advertising, marketing and
experiences, museums, exhibitions,
construction, real state and others.
We know that success of a company is
actually connected to a strategic plan, that
approach citizens to digital technologies,
promoting experiences and sharing, and
thats why all company divisions
participate and interact with each other
so that a global harmony is achieved in
every product or service develop by our
company.

RELIABILTY & PERFECTION
PARTTEAM GROUP | OEMKIOSKS
selected a set of production lines, mostly
with the Quality System Management
certification according to ISO 9001:2008
To guarantee the maximum quality and
precision of our equipments, our qualified
tecnhical team assemblies every
component and product in our facilities,
and quality tests are performed before
delivering to the client. We pride ourselves
on producing equipment that most
finishing is done by hand, achieving
unprecedented accuracy.

STATE OF THE ART
DESIGN

Our engineers and designers have taken
care to create solutions which in
addition to innovative technology
represents a distinctive mark in regard
to the design, usability and ergonomics.
We develop kiosks, totems and digital
signage solutions (hardware and
software) that can maximize the return
of investment of our clients.

FAST PRODUTION
TIMES

With more than 15000 thousands of
designs, we have a refined process of
kiosk development and our in-house
fabrication together with other
manufacturing production lines allow
us to leverage our resources, creating
a flexible manufacturing capability that
enables fast response to low or high
volumes.

BESPOKE & CUSTOM EXPERIENCE &
ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGICAL
Our in-house tecnhical and product
design departments are able to develop
CAPABILITY
any bespoke equipment with custom
design to fit the demands of each
customer and each specific project.

Several years has passed since our
first kiosk production, and we are
proud to continue manufacturing high
quality equipments for indoor and for
outdoor. We have more than 100
standard models and in some cases
we are in the 7th generation of our
kiosk models, and each one an
improvment on the last generation.

See More: www.partteams.com • www.oemkiosks.com
www.oemkiosks.com

Contact us

Visit our showroom

Look online

We have the answers to
your questions.

If you wish to see some of our
kiosks, make an appointment to
visit and you will be surprised!

Find all the specifications to our
kiosks online and you will get all
the informations about our
products.

+351 252 378 589
+351 252 327 185

oem@oemkiosks.com
FX + 351 252 378 591

www.oemkiosks.com
wwww.quiosques.com
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